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ELASTIC SCATTERING OF ��-NUCLEUSUSING A LOCAL POTENTIAL�A.A. Ebrahim and S.A.E. KhallafPhysis Department, Faulty of Siene, Assiut UniversityAssiut 71516, Egypt(Reeived July 28, 2000)Analysis of ��-nuleus sattering has been done using an equivalent lo-al potential to alulate the di�erential ross setions for pions elastiallysattered from 12C, 40Ca and 208Pb above the �-resonane in the momen-tum range of 610 to 895 MeV/. Our alulations of the loal potential,without free parameters, give a reasonable desription for the ��-nuleuselasti sattering in the high momentum range. We observe that the EELLparameter e�et on the alulations in the high pion momentum is smallerthan in the �-resonane.PACS numbers: 25.80.Dj 1. IntrodutionReently, the angular distributions of elastially sattered �� from 12C,16O, 28Si and 40;44;48Ca were analyzed in the pion kineti energy range from30 to 292 MeV [1℄. For the �rst time the loal potential of Johnson andSathler [2℄, where the loal potentials are easier to visualize than the non-loal versions, together with the DWUCK4 ode [3℄ were employed in suhalulations. Good �ts to the experimental data were obtained. This su-ess enouraged us to extend suh alulations to higher energies than (3,3)resonane where the experimental data are available.Here, the elasti sattering di�erential ross setion angular distribu-tions for pions sattered from 12C, 40Ca and 208Pb in the momentum rangefrom 610 MeV/ to 895 MeV/ are alulated and ompared with the orre-sponding experimental data. The loal potential of Johnson and Sathler to-gether with DWUCK4 ode are used, sine the DWUCK4 program is widelyavailable. The derivation of the equivalent loal pion�nuleus potential is� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2187)



2188 A.A. Ebrahim, S.A.E. Khallafto be found elsewhere [2, 4℄. This loal potential depends on S-wave andP -wave parts of the pion�nuleon interation. Both of these two parts anbe expressed in terms of the nulear density of the target nuleus. They areomplex and energy dependent.For the nulear matter density of 12C, 40Ca, and 208Pb we use the twoparameter Fermi. So that: �(r) = �n(r) + �p(r) : (1)The two-parameter Fermi (2PF) form is:�i(r) = �0i1 + exp(r � i)=ai ; (2)�0i (i = n for neutrons, p for protons) an be evaluated from the normaliza-tion ondition: Z �i(r) d�r = (A� Z) or Z ; (3)whih yields �0i(r) = (A� Z) or Z4� I1 ; (4)where I1 ' 13 �3i + (ai�)2i� ;and Z is the atomi number of the nuleus. The parameters i and ai(i = n; p) were taken from Refs. [1, 5℄.The phase shifts are parametrized as a funtion of energy in the form ofEbrahim and Peterson [6℄, but without resonane terms. The form is:tan Æ`q2`+1 = b+ q2 + dq4 : (5)Parameters b, , and d in powers of MeV/ were taken from Ref. [6℄, q isthe enter of mass momentum of the pion�nuleon (��N) system, and `is the angular momentum quantum number. The �rst-order parameters biand i (i = 0,1) are alulated through the phase shift equation (5), asthey are omputed in the ode of Ref. [6℄. These parameters bi and i arethen used to generate the omplex loal potential using the expressions fromRef. [2℄. The seond-order parameters Bi and Ci (i = 0,1) are required onlyat lower energy T� �80 MeV, but these parameters make no di�erenes inthe alulations at higher energies, so they were set to zero.



Elasti Sattering of ��-Nuleus Using a Loal Potential 21892. Results and disussionExamples are taken for a wide range of momenta from 610 MeV/ to895 MeV/. We used four values of Erison�Erison Lorentz�Lorentz (EELL)parameter �, namely �=0.0, 1.0, 1.2 or 1.8, and the two parameter Fermi(2PF). The EELL parameter � was found to play a signi�ant role on thealulations in the �-resonane, where the positions of the minima seen inthe data were reprodued by our alulations [1℄ with �=1.0, while theseminima were found to move toward forward angles with the value �=1.8.In the present work, we use solid urves for �=1.0, dot-dashed urves for�=0.0, dashed urves for �=1.2, two dots-dashed for �=1.8 of the presentwork.In Fig. 1 we show elasti sattering data with �� at di�erent momentafrom 610 to 895 MeV/ from 12C, ompared to urves omputed with ourmodi�ed �rst order loal optial potential alulations. This omputed rosssetions are in qualitative agreement with the experimental data [7℄. Weshow also in this �gure di�erent hoies of �, they give the same shape asdata [7℄.

Fig. 1. Negative pion elasti sattering from 12C data [7℄ are ompared to alula-tions using the �rst-order loal optial potential from the present work.



2190 A.A. Ebrahim, S.A.E. KhallafFig. 2 shows the di�erential elasti ross setions of �� from 12C at800 MeV/. Data [8℄ are ompared to the present loal potential alulations.Our loal optial potential alulations using the 2PF distribution and �=1.0give the same shape over the whole range of angles as the data [8℄.

Fig. 2. Above negative pion elasti sattering from 12C data [8℄ at 800 MeV/ areompared to alulations using a �rst-order loal optial potential from the presentwork. Below are shown the orresponding data and alulations for positive pions.In Fig. 3 we show the di�erential elasti ross setions data [8℄ withboth pion signs at 800 MeV/ from 40Ca, ompared to the loal optialpotential preditions omputed by our modi�ed DWUCK4 ode. We havegood agreement between the theoretial alulations and data [8℄.In Fig. 4 we show the di�erential elasti ross setions data [9℄ with bothpion signs at 790 MeV/ from 208Pb, omputed by our modi�ed �rst-orderloal optial potential. Our alulations for �� are in better agreement withthe experimental data than for �+. Our �rst-order loal optial potentialan also be used to predit total and reation ross setions of pions on 12C,40Ca, and 208Pb in the momentum range 610�895 MeV/. The omparisonsbetween our omputations and alulations estimated by others [7℄ are listedin Table I.
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Fig. 3. As in Fig. 2 but for ���40Ca di�erential elasti sattering ross setions at800 MeV/. The experimental data are taken from Ref. [8℄. TABLE ITotal and reation ross setions are alulated for �� by the present work, andompared to alulations from [7℄.This alulation From Ref. [7℄Nuleus PLab �tot (mb) �R (mb) �tot (mb) �R (mb)12C 610 278.7 170.3 270.8�8.6 178.6�5.9710 280.3 201 272.50�8.9 194.4�6.0790 293.8 204.2 294.2�8.9 217.9�5.0800 305.0 222.0 � �895 316.6 230.8 316.4�11.4 239.8�6.440Ca 800 687.0 478.0 � �208Pb 790 2955.0 1705.0 � �
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Fig. 4. As in Fig. 2 but for ���208Pb di�erential elasti sattering ross setionsat 790 MeV/. The experimental data are taken from Ref. [9℄.3. ConlusionWe onlude that the EELL parameter has a small e�et above the�-resonane in the alulations ompared to its e�et in the resonane en-ergy. In all ases of arbon, alium and lead the minima in data are notwell reprodued by alulations in spite of the data and alulations shownin Figs. 1�4 having the same shape. Inreasing the energy of pions yieldsbetter agreement with the experimental data for the di�erential elasti rosssetions. Realulation of the parameters b, , and d of equation (5) to beadequate for higher pion energies may seriously a�et the results of alula-tions.
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